AGC THREE WAY CHALLENGE
PACE OF PLAY: The management of LTGC has determined an acceptable overall pace of play to be
between 4 hours to 4 hours 20 minutes (early times should achieve 4 hours.) Groups that fall more than a
half a hole behind the group ahead, or behind the desired overall pace for their start time will be subject to:
1. 1st offense: warning and put on the clock until returning to proper position
2. 2nd offense or failure to return to proper position after each hole: 2 stroke penalty,
3. 3rd offense: disqualification and review of participation at next AGC Board Meeting.
FORMAT & SCORING: This is a two-person, flighted tournament with 1/3 of your combined handicaps
within flights. Handicaps will be true 1/3 for tie breaker purposes. Any differences higher than 9 between
indexes will be adjusted to 9 stoke difference. Holes 1 – 6: Scramble, Holes 7-12. Modified alternate shot,
where both players hit a tee ball on each hole, choose one tee shot, then alternate shots until holed,
playing only the one selected tee ball. The partner whose tee shot was not used shall play the next shot
and alternate until holed out. 13–18; Better ball with each player playing his own ball. Score the better ball.

Tourney Rules: Lift, clean, and place within one LTGC scorecard length no nearer to the hole and in the
same cut of grass in Scramble & Alt. shot formats. PLAY IT DOWN on the 6 BEST BALL Holes.
TEES: All Women players Red Tees, All men player play White tees. Seniors 65+ (age verified), if current
tournament index is between 18.0 and 26.9 can play gold tees; if current tournament index is 27.0 or
greater can play red tees.
CLOSIES: Closest to the hole competitions will be held on ALL Par 3’s
ALL new rules are in play, except the double par rule.
EMBEDDED BALL: The "embedded ball rule" Appendix I is in effect "through the green".
OBSTRUCTIONS: Protective fence left of No.16 and behind No.17 green, protective fence behind No. 12
tee, cart paths, yardage markers, & wooden bridges. Proceed under Rule 24. The gravel road along holes
6 and 9 are considered cart paths. Left of those paths are considered a lateral hazard
LIFT AREAS: Drainage ditches filled with rocks are deemed ground under repair. Proceed under Rule 251. The drainage ditches across holes 3, 7, 13 & 14 are considered free lift areas.
TIES: All ties will be decided by matching scorecards per Appendix I, “How To Decide Ties”, paragraph
2A. Winner will be determined using the last nine, last six then last three.
RULES: If in doubt on a rule, play two balls and bring the issue before the Rules Committee.
SCORE CARDS: You must keep fellow competitor's scorecard. Please turn your signed and attested
scorecard to the scorer's table IMMEDIATELY following play.
PLEASE HAVE FUN

Rules Committee: Byron Eggers, Rick Armstrong, Ron Parish

